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Tristan
Draped Shawl/Infinity Cowl
Garment design by
Nancy Nagle

Note:

This is a wonderful piece which can be worn many ways. The gauge is not critical for
this piece and you can make variations to the openness of the lace by working with a
larger or smaller needle. Wrap yourself in luxury with this wonderfully soft, drapey and
light couture garment!

Set Up

Materials

200g of Knitting Fever’s Tristan shade
#105 Fuchsia
Needles size US 8 (5mm)

Gauge

CO 220 sts
Knit 4 rounds

16 sts/4”/10cm in stockinette stitch
blocked

Body - Cable and Lace
Abbreviations

Round 1: (yo, ssk, k, k2tog, yo, k6) repeat around
Round 2: knit every stitch
Round 3: (k, yo, ddec, yo, k, C6)
Round 4: knit every stitch
Round 5: (yo, ssk, k, k2tog, yo, k6) repeat around
Round 6: knit every stitch
Round 7: k, (yo, ddec, yo, k8) around to last 10 sts, yo, ddec, yo, k7
Round 8: knit every stitch

CO
C6
ddec

Repeat rounds 1-8 for 14” (or longer if desired.) Shown with 8 repeats of pattern.
Knit 4 rounds.
Bind off loosely and weave in tails.
Block piece if desired by laying flat (doubled) and pinning out.
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cast-on
slip 3 sts to cable needle, hold to
back, knit 3 from needle, knit 3
from cable needle
double decrease (slip 1 st purlwise,
k2tog, pass slipped st over)
knit
knit next 2 stitches together
purl
slip 1 knitwise, slip 1 knitwise,
insert left needle into top of
these two slipped stitches and
knit them together
stitch(es)
yarn over

Lace Chart
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